Title

Authors: (list all contributors who wish to be listed)

Grade Level:

Context: (what time of year & how long)

ARSI Region: (Yup’ik, Inupiat etc)

Science Standards: (identify the letter and number of the Alaska Science standard and then write out the standard– don’t edit or abbreviate)

Skills and Knowledge:

(state specifically what it is about the science standards selected that you want students to know or be able to do as a result of this unit)

Math Standards: (identify Alaska Math Standard by letter and number and write out the standard itself)

Skills and Knowledge:

(state specifically what it is about the math standards selected that you want students to know or be able to do as a result of this unit)

Cultural Standards: (identify the letter and number of the Alaska Standards for Culturally Response Schools and then write out the standard)

Skills and Knowledge:

(state specifically what it is about the cultural standards selected that you want students to know or be able to do as a result of this unit)

Lesson Outline: (list names of lessons)

Assessment: (indicate assessment tools included)